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Call for tenders' details 
  

Title: Service contract for modelling of EU climate policies. 
Start date: 04/06/2013 
Time limit for receipt of tenders: 23/07/2013 
Contracting authority: European Commission, DG ENV+CLIMA 
Status: Closed 

Call for tenders question list 
  

# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

1 12/07/2013
13:17

12/07/2013
14:18

Question for the call for tender
CLIMA.A.4/SER/2013/0017:
financial proposal

In the tender specifications for the
call in the sub-section 2.7 Financial
offer it is stated: Travel and
subsitence expenses are not
refundable separately. Does this
mean that the cost of these
additional expenses (travel to
meetings, venue for the workshops,
etc) should be integrated into
calculation of man-days efforts, or
they could be shown as a separate
line(s) in the financial proposal?

12/07/2013
According to the tender specifications
(p. 9), "Travel and subsistence costs
are not refundable separately". This
means that no separate invoices can
be submitted for travel or subsistence
costs. However, this does not mean
that the estimated travel costs cannot
be listed separately in the financial
offer. Please note that Annex 3, the
Financial Offer Template, is for
guidance purposes only.
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2 12/07/2013
13:44

12/07/2013
17:27

Question for the call for tender
CLIMA.A.4/SER/2013/0017: task
distribution

In the tender specifications for the
call in the description of Task 1 it is
stated: the efforts required for this
task should therefore not excees
one fifth of the total budget. Could
you also suggest the expected level
of effort distribution across the other
tasks?

12/07/2013
No. The indication for Task 1 is mainly
to indicate that the scope for new
model development is limited and
sufficient resources are needed for
the other tasks. For resourcing task 2
and 3, the indication under
deliverables on the number of
scenario runs required should be
helpful: " with a maximum number of
75 scenarios including the baseline
variants".


